Abstract: Most existing network sensor location problem (NSLP) models are designed to identify the number of sensors with fixed costs and installation locations, and sensors are assumed to be installed permanently. However, sometimes sensors are carried by individuals to collect traffic data measurements manually at fixed locations. Hence, their duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected is limited, and their costs are not fixed as they are correlated with the duration of operation. This paper proposes a NSLP model that integrates optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies for the dynamic O-D demand estimates under budget constraints. The deployment strategy consists of the numbers of link and node sensors and their installation locations. The operation strategy includes sensors' start time and duration of operation, which has not been addressed in previous studies. An algorithm is developed to solve the proposed model. Numerical experiments performed on a network from a part of Chennai, India show that the proposed model can identify the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies with the maximum dynamic O-D demand estimation accuracy.
Introduction
Traffic flows of transportation network can be characterized in various ways, such as origin-destination (O-D) demand, path flows, intersection turning movements, etc. These flows are essential inputs for traffic operational and management applications, such as traffic congestion control, route guidance, etc. However, it is difficult to estimate some types of flows such as O-D demand, while other types of flows can be observed due to recent advances in real-time sensing technologies, such as GPS, global system for mobile communications (GSM), Bluetooth, plate scanning, video camera, automatic vehicle identification (AVI), etc. With the traffic flow characteristics of data collected from these sensors, one can derive and analyze various traffic data measurements, including turning movements at intersections, traffic speed, density, and speed on lanes, and full or partial vehicle trajectories along the path. For example, a fixed camera or video can be used to collect flows information at an intersection. By processing the images or videos, turning movements in the intersection can be collected.
O-D demand has been estimated using traffic data measurements obtained through sensors with fixed locations and/or mobile sensors [1] [2] [3] . Sensors with fixed locations (e.g., video camera) can only be installed on certain locations (e.g., lanes and intersections), while mobile sensors (e.g., GPS) can move within the network. However, due to limited resources, sensors cannot be installed on every lane, intersection, and/or path in practice. Hence, a theoretical issue linked to O-D estimation problem is the identification of the optimal numbers of sensors and their installation locations in the network, that is, the network sensor location problem (NSLP).
For sensors with fixed locations, existing NSLP models assumed by default that, once a sensor's location is determined, it would be permanently installed at the location. This assumption may be true for some metropolitan regions with well-developed intelligence transportation systems. However, for some cities (especially for cities in developing countries, such as Nantong in Jiangsu Province, China), sensors are not allowed to be installed on the network permanently since the demand patterns and network topologies of these cities are constantly changing with the developing of cities. Instead, individuals equipped with sensors are assigned to different locations to collect traffic data measurements manually. In this case, each individual with a sensor can be treated as a "sensor". These "sensors" cannot be installed permanently and the sensors' duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected normally limited. The proposed study focuses on the NSLP for sensors with fixed locations and limited duration of operation.
In the literature, most existing NSLP models are designed for estimating static O-D demand, and traffic data measurements used in the models usually come from sensors located on links for detecting link flows only. Considering the inherent correlation between the O-D estimation and link count observations, several studies formulated NSLP as an O-D covering problem. For example, Lam and Lo [4] introduced a NSLP model to determine priorities for locating sensors using traffic flow volume and O-D coverage criteria. Yang et al. [5] used the maximum possible relative error (MPRE) criterion and the unknown true O-D demand to estimate the most possible deviation of the O-D demand. Yang and Zhou [6] further expanded the MPRE criterion by proposing four basic sensor location rules, namely the maximal flow fraction rule, the maximal flow interception rule, the O-D covering rule, and the link independence rule. Several of these rules were evaluated on a large-scale network by Yim and Lam [7] . Bianco et al. [8] introduced an iterative two-stage method to maximize the O-D demand coverage and reduce the MPRE value. Gan et al. [9] proposed a modified MPRE formulation with the expected relative error (the difference between the real and estimated O-D demands). Bierlaire [10] introduced the total demand scale (TDS) measure to quantify the difference between the minimum and maximum possible total demand estimates. Chen et al. [11] extended the TDS measure by generalizing it for different spatial levels. Several recent studies proposed NSLP models using statistical inference approaches. For example, Simonelli et al. [12] introduced a synthetic dispersion measure (SDM) based on the trace of the covariance matrix of the posterior demand estimates conditional upon existing sensor locations. Zhu et al. [13] utilized the SDM and proposed a stepwise algorithm to identify the optimal sensor deployment strategy for the static O-D demand and the unobserved link flows estimations.
Recent advances in real-time sensing technologies allow various types of traffic data measurements to be collected. For example, turning movements at intersections (nodes) can be measured by cameras or videos, and full or partial path flows can be obtained from GPS, AVI, plate scanning, etc. These advances also entail challenges such as handling various types of sensors in the NSLP, and many recent studies proposed different models to address these challenges for the static O-D estimation problem. Chen et al. [14] introduced a multi-objective model for AVI reader location strategy, and Chen et al. [15] extended the model to accommodate different travel demand patterns. Minguez et al. [16] and Castillo et al. [17] introduced different models to optimize the traffic plate scanning location strategy for O-D demand and route flow estimation under budget constraints. Yang et al. [18] and Chen et al. [19] proposed different methods to address the screen line-based traffic counting location problem. Hu et al. [20] introduced a bi-level optimization model to identify the optimal deployment strategy for license plate recognition and vehicle detector sensors.
Due to the time-varying characteristic, estimating dynamic O-D demand is substantially more complicated than the static O-D estimation. Hence, it is also challenging to design for the corresponding NSLP models. For the NSLP models with only link sensors, Eisenman et al. [21] introduced a Kalman filter conceptual framework to minimize the error in the dynamic O-D demand estimates in the NSLP. Fei et al. [22] further extended this framework using the TDS measure proposed by Bierlaire [8] to examine the NSLP under with and without budget constraints scenarios. Some studies also incorporated multiple types of sensor for the NSLP models in dynamic O-D demand estimation. For example, Asakura et al. [23] proposed an off-line least-squares model to simultaneously determine the identification rates of AVI data and the O-D demand. Zhou and List [24] introduced a model to maximize the expected information gain for the dynamic O-D demand estimation by locating a limited set of traffic counting stations and AVI readers in a network. Barcelo et al. [25] discussed the link covering and node covering formulations. Zhu et al. [26] proposed a model to determine the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy in terms of the numbers of link and node sensors and their installation locations for dynamic O-D estimation under a budget constraint.
The NSLP has also been applied in other related domains, in addition to its use in the traditional O-D demand estimation problem, such as travel time estimation problem [26] [27] [28] [29] , network observability problem [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , path flow estimation [38, 39] , etc.
In the literature, existing NSLP models assumed sensors can be installed permanently on the network and the cost of sensor is fixed, the amount of information provided by a sensor depends only on its installation location. However, as mentioned before, individuals equipped with sensors are assigned on the field to collect traffic data measurements manually often, especially in developing countries due to fast city expansion and urbanization. These sensors' duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected is normally limited. Hence, the cost of this type of sensor consists of both installation cost and operation cost, and the operation cost is normally correlated with a sensor's duration of operation. One recent study by Zhu et al. [26] found that the amount of information provided by a sensor depends not only on its installation location, but also on its start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected. They showed that the optimal sensor deployment strategy may change if the duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected is considered. Therefore, in addition, to identify the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy (sensor types, numbers of sensors, and installation locations), an ideal NSLP model should integrate heterogeneous sensor operation strategy (sensors' start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected) in the sensor deployment strategy for dynamic O-D estimation.
The objective of this study is to propose a NSLP model that integrates the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies to maximize the quality of the dynamic O-D demand estimates under a budget constraint. Two types of sensors are considered in the proposed NSLP model, including link sensors (e.g., inductive loop detectors, magnetic detectors, etc.) and node sensors (e.g., camera or video), and these sensors are assumed to be operated by individuals equipped with sensors having limited duration of operation. In this study, link sensors are used to count vehicles on lanes or a set of lanes in the network to collect link flows, and node sensors are installed at intersections to detect turning movements. The sensor deployment strategy includes the numbers of link and node sensors and their installation locations, while the sensor operation strategy consists of sensors' start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected, which has not been addressed in previous studies. Sensors will be assigned at fixed locations within the analysis period, while their operation durations may vary. The quality of the dynamic O-D demand estimates is measured by the variability in the O-D demand estimation, and the trace of the covariance matrix of the posterior O-D demand estimates is used to measure the variability. An assumption was made that each time-dependent O-D demand is a random variable. We also assume that the cost of a node sensor is higher than a link sensor. To factor the correlation between operation cost of a sensor and its duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected, operation cost of a sensor is assumed to be positively linearly correlated with its duration of operation. To study the impact of start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected on the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy, we compare the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies with different unit sensor operation cost in the case study.
An integrated sensor location and operation algorithm that avoids matrix inversions is introduced to solve the proposed NSLP model. Since optimal sensor deployment strategy and operation strategy cannot be determined simultaneously due to the costs differences between link and node sensors, the proposed algorithm first fixes a sensor operation strategy (sensors' start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected), and with this operation strategy, the algorithm selects the sensor deployment strategy under a budget constraint with the lowest variability in the dynamic O-D demand estimates. This process is repeated for other sensor operation strategies with different sensors' start time and duration of operation. It then compares the selected sensor deployment strategies for various sensor operation strategies, and identifies the optimal sensor deployment and operation strategies as the one with the lowest variability in the dynamic O-D demand estimates.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section formulates the proposed NSLP model. Then, an integrated sensor location and operation algorithm is proposed for solving the NSLP model under the multivariate normal distribution assumption. Numerical experiments follow to demonstrate the performance of the proposed model and its solution algorithm. Finally, some conclusions are given.
Model Formulation
Firstly, the relationships among variables considered in the proposed NSLP model are analyzed. The considered variables include time-dependent O-D demand, path flows, link flows, and node turning movements. Then, based on these relationships, the proposed NSLP model is formulated.
Relationships among Variables Considered in the NSLP Model
To formulate the proposed NSLP model, we assume linear relationships among the considered variables (time-dependent O-D demand, link flows, path flows, and node turning movements) by the assignment proportions:
where To analysis in the matrix form, we define matrices D, F i , and F as follows:
where D is the vector of all time-dependent O-D demands being considered, F i is the vector of all time-dependent path flows of O-D pair i, F is the vector of all time-dependent path flows, and P is the vector of all assignment proportions in Equation (1), in which P i,t is a m × s matrix (m is the total number of paths for O-D pair i with a departure time of t, and s is the dimension of D). The (k, j) th element P i,t (k, j) of P i,t is set as:
where |T| is the number of time intervals. Then, the path flows satisfy the following flow conservation condition:
The relationship between O-D demand and path flows can be derived by Equation (9) . However, path flows do not need to be collected in the proposed model, since the main purpose of introducing path flows in the model is to use them as intermediate variables to reflect the relationship among O-D demand, link flows and turning movements.
Similarly, define matrices ϕ i,j , ϕ j , ϕ, V as follows:
where V is the vector of all considered link flows, and ϕ is the corresponding assignment proportion vector. By considering error terms ε and η, the following linear relationship can be defined:
where ε = (ε 1 , ε 2 , . . .) and η = (η 1 , η 2 , . . .) are mutually independent random variables with zero mean. In summary, according to Equations (9), (18) and (19), the random variables in the proposed model can be expressed through the following linear relationships:
In Equation (20), all the proportion vectors (P, ϕ and Ψ) can be obtained by solving the dynamic equilibrium problem (DUE) based on a prior O-D demand.
The traffic demands of all time-dependent O-D pairs are assumed to follow multivariate normal (MVN) distributions in this study, and similar assumptions have been made in previous studies [40, 41] . This assumption is reasonable because these random variables are the outcome of a large number of independent Bernoulli experiments in which the users decide their destinations and routes.
Notably, based on Equation (20) , if D is multivariate normal distributed with mean E(D) and variance Σ D , ε is multivariate normal distributed with mean E(ε) and variance Σ ε , and η is multivariate normal distributed with mean E(η) and variance Σ η , the prior variance-covariance matrix Σ (D,F,V,S) of all considered variables is:
Based on the variance-covariance matrix, the relationships among the variables being considered can be derived.
As we have obtained the prior variance-covariance matrix of all the variables, the covariance matrix of all the variables can be updated based on some observed variables using the following equations [42, 43] :
where X and Y are both the components of (D, F, V, S); Σ ZZ is the covariance matrix of the observation Z; Σ XZ is the covariance matrix of X and Z; Σ YZ is the covariance matrix of Y and Z; Σ XY is the covariance matrix of Y and X; and Σ XY|Z=z is the posterior covariance matrix of Y and X.
Formulation of the NSLP Model
To calculate the variance-covariance matrix of all considered variables in Equation (21), we need to know the prior distribution φ D of O-D demand (i.e., E(D) and Σ D in Equation (21)). The prior [12, 13] . Then, the variability of the posterior random vector D|Z = z is defined as the average of Tr Σ D|Z=z , as follows:
where φ Z is the density function of the random variable Z, and Ω Z is its domain. Under the assumption of multivariate normal distribution, it can be shown from Equation (22) that the conditional variance Σ XY|Z=z does not depend on Z (i.e., z). Thus, it can lead to a significant simplification to calculate the posterior variability of the posterior random vector D|Z = z as introduced in the next section.
According to Equation (23), under the assumption of multivariate normal distribution, the posterior variability of the posterior random vector D|Z = z can be rewritten as:
Hence, the NSLP can be formulated as the problem of identifying the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy Z * , which has the minimum variability of the posterior random vector D|Z = z in the domain Ω Z , subject to constraints related to budget, start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected. Then, the proposed model for dynamic O-D demand estimation is formulated as follow:
t st ∈ T st (29) where b v is the cost of a link sensor, b s is the cost of a node sensor, b max is the available budget, L is the cardinality of the identified link set, and S is the cardinality of the identified node set, c v is the fixed installation cost of a link sensor, which does not vary with the time, e v is the operation cost of a link sensor per unit of time, c s is the fixed installation cost of a node sensor, e s is the operation cost of a node sensor per unit of time, τ is duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected, t st is the start time for which traffic data measurements are collected, T st is the set of all considered start time.
In the proposed NSLP model, Equation (26) is the budget constraint. Equations (27) and (28) are cost functions for a link sensor and a node sensor, respectively. In practice, sometimes the costs for a link sensor and a node sensor are normally related to sensors' duration of operation. To factor this, based on Equations (27) and (28), operation costs of a link sensor or a node sensor are assumed to be positively linearly correlated with their duration of operation. Without loss of generality, other types of cost function are also applicable in the proposed model, such as exponential, quadratic forms etc. For demonstration purpose, we use linear functions in this paper. Equation (29) is the start time constraint. Since assignment proportion vectors P, ϕ and Ψ in Equation (21) vary with the start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected, solving the proposed NSLP model can provide not only the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy, but also the optimal operation strategy, including start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected. In summary, sensors' operation duration is constrained by Equation (29) . Once the duration is determined, the number of sensors in Z is constrained by Equations (26)- (28), and sensors' locations are constrained by the objective function Equation (25) .
The resulting sensor deployment and operation strategies depend on the variability of both prior and Bayesian posterior traffic flow estimates. The posterior traffic flow estimates are related to the correlation of link flows, node turning movements and OD flows, which depends on the network structure and the users' travel behavior. In summary, the objective function incorporates the variability of prior traffic flow estimates, the network structure, the users' travel behavior and the sensor deployment and operation strategies.
Algorithm
To solve the NSLP model, the optimal operation strategy and the corresponding optimal sensor deployment strategy cannot be determined simultaneously. Therefore, the proposed integrated sensor location and operation algorithm first fixes operation strategy (sensors' start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected). It means the costs for a link sensor and a node sensor are fixed once the operation strategy is fixed. Then, the proposed algorithm determines the corresponding sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability in the dynamic O-D demand estimates. The proposed algorithm has the following steps:
Step 0:
Initialization: Define the initial and maximum values of start time t st for which traffic data measurements are collected to be t 0 st and t max st , respectively. Define the minimum and maximum values of duration of operation τ for which traffic data measurements are collected to be τ min and τ max , respectively. DefineẐ as the chosen optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy, and Z as the current optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy. The initial values ofẐ and Z are both set to be null sets. Define λ min as the minimum value of the objective function, whose initial value is λ min = tr(Σ D ). Definet st andτ as the chosen optimal start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected, whose initial values are set to be t 0 st and τ min , respectively.
Step 1:
Sensor cost calculation: Based on τ, calculate the costs for a link sensor and a node sensor (b v and b s in Equations (27) and (28), respectively).
Step 2:
Deployment strategy optimization with fixed operation strategy: Determine the heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability in the dynamic O-D demand estimates under fixed b l , b s , τ and t st .
Step 2.1: Solve the DUE problem to acquire the choice proportion matrices P, ϕ and Ψ.
Step 2.2: Use Equation (20) to calculate the prior variance and covariance of all considered variables. Step 2.5: Define link or node Z * as the next sensor location that minimizes the objective function, where Z * can be calculated as follows:
If n < m and l < l max , the newly identified sensor can be a link sensor or a node sensor; if n < m and l = l max , the newly identified sensor can only be a node sensor; and if n = m and l < l max , the newly identified sensor can only be a link sensor.
Step 2.6: Update the covariance, variance, and µ of the objective function. The covariance and variance of traffic flows can be updated as follows:
where X and Y are the components of (D, F, V, S), Z * is the newly identified sensor location, and σ Z * Z * (a scalar) is the variance of Z * .
Step 2.7: If the newly identified sensor is a link sensor, set l = l + 1. If not set n = n + 1. If l = l max and n = m, go to Step 2.8. Otherwise, go back to Step 2.5.
Step 2.8: Identify the optimal sensor deployment strategy Z with the defined number of node sensors as m.
Step 2.9: If m < n max , set m = m + 1 and initialize the variance and covariance of all variables (using the values acquired by Step 2.2). Set Z as a null set, and go back to Step 2.4. If not, go to Step 3.
Step 3:
Operation strategy adjustment: If t st < t max st and τ < τ max , add duration of operation τ = τ + τ interval , go to Step 1. If t st < t max st and τ = τ max , add start time t st = t st + t interval st and set τ = τ min , and go to Step 1. If t st = t max st and τ = τ max , stop the algorithmic process. Specify the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategyẐ, and the optimal heterogeneous sensor operation strategy, including the optimal start timet st and duration of operationτ for which traffic data measurements are collected.
This algorithm allows us to sequentially change operation strategies (sensors' start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected), and, for each operation strategy, a corresponding sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability is selected. Then, we compared the selected sensor deployment strategy for different operation strategies, and determine the best sensor operation and deployment strategies with the lowest variability. In Step 3, t interval st and τ interval are time intervals between considered start time and duration of operation, respectively. The values of t interval st and τ interval can be determined by operators.
Step 2 is to determine the sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability under a fixed operation strategy. In this step, the optimal numbers of link and node sensors cannot be determined simultaneously due to their cost difference. Hence, the proposed algorithm first specifies a given number of node sensors in the network under a budget constraint, and identifies the sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability in the dynamic O-D demand estimates. Then, the proposed algorithm compares the identified sensor deployment strategy for different numbers of node sensors, and determines the sensor deployment strategy under the fixed operation strategy as the one with the lowest variability. In summary, all the possibilities have been compared and the best one is selected in
Step 2.8.
The most computationally demanding step in the aforementioned algorithm is calculating the inverse of Σ ZZ (i.e., Σ −1 ZZ ). Interestingly, if we sequentially update one observed variable at a time in Equation (21) , it avoids matrix inverse calculation, because Σ DZ is a column vector and Σ ZZ is a scalar (i.e., Σ ZZ = Σ ZZ ). In Step 2.5, if the total number of considered links and turning movements is a and the number of identified sensor locations is c, the number of calculations needed is linearly correlated with the number of the remaining links and turning movements, which is the value of a − c. As most of the computational efforts are related to Step 2.5, the computational time of solving the proposed NSLP model is linearly correlated with the number of links and turning movements considered in the network. In some cases, more than one sensor location may be identified by the proposed algorithm in Step 2.5 if these locations can provide the same covariance matrix reduction of the dynamic O-D demand estimates, which could entail additional computational efforts. The proposed algorithm is unable to determine which one of them should be included in the optimal sensor deployment and operation strategies. In this case, it needs to first identify all deployment and operation strategies with the same covariance matrix reduction of O-D demand estimates, and then choose the best one with the lowest variability.
In addition, Step 2 can also determine the priorities of the identified sensor locations. It means that the sensor location that is more important and effective in terms of improving O-D demand estimates will be identified preferentially by the proposed algorithm. In real-world application, the priorities can be used to determine which locations and the corresponding sensor types are more important and useful. The proposed algorithm can also be applied to solve the NSLP model in networks with existing sensors, by allocating these sensors in Step 0.
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed NSLP models and algorithm using a network from a part of Chennai, India (see Figure 1 The cost functions of link and node sensors in Equations (27) and (28) are set as Equations (32) and (33) , respectively:
where the unit of time (i.e., ) is set to be 30 min. The numerical experiments were conducted using Python 2.7 and DYNASMART-P 1.3.0, and the prior link and node traffic data measurements are The cost functions of link and node sensors in Equations (27) and (28) are set as Equations (32) and (33) , respectively:
b s = 20 + 30τ (33) where the unit of time (i.e., t) is set to be 30 min. The numerical experiments were conducted using Python 2.7 and DYNASMART-P 1.3.0, and the prior link and node traffic data measurements are obtained by solving the dynamic user equilibrium problem using the prior O-D demand. A time-dependent shortest path (TDSP) method is used to solve the DUE paths in DYNASMART in each iteration. The method of successive averages is used to generate TDSPs for each departure time. The proposed algorithm is coded using Python 2.7. The computer system used to conduct the experiments is equipped with an Intel Core i7-4800MQ 2.70 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM.
To demonstrate the impact of integrating the operation strategy in the NSLP on the optimal sensor deployment strategy, numerical experiments with a fixed operation strategy are performed. Figure 2 shows the plots of the traces of the covariance matrices of the dynamic O-D demand estimation for the proposed NSLP model with fixed operation strategy (fixed start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected). NS# represents the number of allowed node sensors in the network. Only Step 2 of the proposed algorithm is needed. The start time is set to be 8:30 a.m., and the duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected is set to be one hour, from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. The proposed algorithm can prioritize the deployed sensor by the amount of information provided during its operation time. Node sensors are identified by the algorithm first in each case in Figure 2 . For example, when NS# = 3, the first three sensor locations are node sensor locations. This is because a node sensor can provide a greater amount of updated information compared to a link sensor. A node sensor can detect several turning movements (e.g., 12 turning movements at a traditional four-way intersection), and a link sensor can only detect one link. Each turning movement can be treated as a sub-path, and can provide more detailed information about traffic flows. A larger amount of updated information implies that more information can be collected from a node sensor to update the variance-covariance matrix, which can reduce the variability of the dynamic O-D demand estimations, compared to that from a link sensor. Thus, node sensors are normally identified preferentially by the proposed algorithm. information can be collected from a node sensor to update the variance-covariance matrix, which can reduce the variability of the dynamic O-D demand estimations, compared to that from a link sensor. Thus, node sensors are normally identified preferentially by the proposed algorithm. As shown in Figure 2 , the traces decrease as each sensor is added. More sensors imply that more information can be collected, which results in the reduction of the variability of the dynamic O-D demand estimates. When a node sensor is added, the traces decrease more rapidly compared to a link sensor. This is because a node sensor can provide a greater amount of updated information than a link sensor. However, this does not imply that more node sensors can guarantee a lower variability of the O-D demand estimates under a budge constraint. As shown in Figure 2 , the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy has only three node sensors, while the maximum number of allowed node sensors is 6. Despite a node sensor provides a greater amount of updated information than a link sensor, a link sensor is much cheaper than a node sensor. More node sensors can imply fewer link sensors, leading to a tradeoff in terms of the desirable numbers of each sensor type under a budget constraint. In summary, the proposed algorithm can be used to determine the optimal numbers for both the link sensors and node sensors with a fixed operation strategy under a budget constraint. Figure 3 shows the computational time to solve the proposed NSLP model using the proposed algorithm with a fixed operation strategy. Figure 3a shows the cumulative computational time for each given number of node sensors. Figure 3b illustrates the computational time for identifying each sensor in the scenario with only link sensors (NS# = 0) with that for the scenario with only node sensors (NS# = 5). As shown in Figure 2 , the traces decrease as each sensor is added. More sensors imply that more information can be collected, which results in the reduction of the variability of the dynamic O-D demand estimates. When a node sensor is added, the traces decrease more rapidly compared to a link sensor. This is because a node sensor can provide a greater amount of updated information than a link sensor. However, this does not imply that more node sensors can guarantee a lower variability of the O-D demand estimates under a budge constraint. As shown in Figure 2 , the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy has only three node sensors, while the maximum number of allowed node sensors is 6. Despite a node sensor provides a greater amount of updated information than a link sensor, a link sensor is much cheaper than a node sensor. More node sensors can imply fewer link sensors, leading to a tradeoff in terms of the desirable numbers of each sensor type under a budget constraint. In summary, the proposed algorithm can be used to determine the optimal numbers for both the link sensors and node sensors with a fixed operation strategy under a budget constraint. Figure 3 shows the computational time to solve the proposed NSLP model using the proposed algorithm with a fixed operation strategy. Figure 3a shows the cumulative computational time for each given number of node sensors. Figure 3b illustrates the computational time for identifying each sensor in the scenario with only link sensors (NS# = 0) with that for the scenario with only node sensors (NS# = 5). As shown in Figure 3a , with only link sensors (NS# = 0) or node sensors (NS# = 5) included, the cumulative computational times are approximately positively linearly correlated with the number of identified link sensor locations or node sensor locations. The linear correlation between the cumulative computational time and the number of identified link sensor locations or node sensor locations implies that when more sensors being installed in the network as the budget and size of the network increase, the cumulative computational time will not increase significantly. This facilitates the application of the proposed NSLP model and algorithm in real world with larger networks. Figure 3a also shows that the computational time to identify a node sensor's location is normally larger than that to identify a link sensor's location, with NS# = 2, NS# = 3 and NS# = 4. This is because a node sensor can provide a greater amount of updated information compared to a link sensor, so more computational time is needed to update the information in Equations (30) and (31) .
The proposed algorithm can also determine the priorities of the identified sensor locations. It means that the sensor location that is more important and effective in improving the dynamic O-D demand estimates will be identified preferentially by the proposed algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 3b , sensor locations with higher priorities cost much more computational time to be identified compared to the ones with lower priorities. As discussed in previous section, most of the computation burden in the proposed algorithm is in Step 2.5, and the computational time of Step 2.5 is linearly correlated with the number of remaining links and turning movements (those unidentified locations) in the network. When the priority of a sensor location is lower, the number of unidentified links and As shown in Figure 3a , with only link sensors (NS# = 0) or node sensors (NS# = 5) included, the cumulative computational times are approximately positively linearly correlated with the number of identified link sensor locations or node sensor locations. The linear correlation between the cumulative computational time and the number of identified link sensor locations or node sensor locations implies that when more sensors being installed in the network as the budget and size of the network increase, the cumulative computational time will not increase significantly. This facilitates the application of the proposed NSLP model and algorithm in real world with larger networks. Figure 3a also shows that the computational time to identify a node sensor's location is normally larger than that to identify a link sensor's location, with NS# = 2, NS# = 3 and NS# = 4. This is because a node sensor can provide a greater amount of updated information compared to a link sensor, so more computational time is needed to update the information in Equations (30) and (31) .
The proposed algorithm can also determine the priorities of the identified sensor locations. It means that the sensor location that is more important and effective in improving the dynamic O-D demand estimates will be identified preferentially by the proposed algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 3b , sensor locations with higher priorities cost much more computational time to be identified compared to the ones with lower priorities. As discussed in previous section, most of the computation burden in the proposed algorithm is in Step 2.5, and the computational time of Step 2.5 is linearly correlated with the number of remaining links and turning movements (those unidentified locations) in the network. When the priority of a sensor location is lower, the number of unidentified links and turning movements is smaller, because other locations with higher priorities have been identified. Hence, the computational time to identify sensor locations with lower priorities is shorter than that of sensor locations with high priorities. Table 1 shows the heterogeneous sensor deployment strategies with the lowest variability in the dynamic O-D demand estimates for different sensor operation strategies. In terms of the notation in Table 1 , for example, 2(n) represents a node sensor located at node 2, while 10-13 represents a link sensor on link 10-13 with upstream node 10 and downstream node 13. It can be seen from Table 1 that the sensor deployment strategies with the lowest variability under different sensor operation strategies are different. The amount of updated information provided by each sensor are different for different time intervals since their corresponding O-D demands and users' travel behaviors are different, which illustrates the time-varying characteristics of the amount of updated information provided by each sensor. Hence, if the sensor operation strategy changes, its corresponding sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability also changes.
As shown in Table 1 , the optimal sensor deployment and operation strategies obtained have an operation strategy with a start time of 8:30 a.m. and a duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected of one hour. For a sensor, a longer duration of operation can potentially provide a greater amount of updated information, which leads to lower variability of the O-D demand estimates. However, our results show that a longer duration of operation does not necessarily lead to a lower variability of dynamic O-D demand estimates. As shown in Table 1 , when the start time are 8:30 a.m., 9:00 a.m., 9:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m., the corresponding duration of operation for sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability are 60 min, 30 min, 60 min, and 90 min, respectively. In addition, more sensors in the network do not necessarily lead to lower variability of dynamic O-D demand estimates. As illustrated in Table 1 , the optimal number of sensors for start time 8:30 a.m., 9:30 a.m., and 10:30 a.m. does not equal to the maximum number of sensors allowed under a budget constraint. This is because of two key reasons. (1) as the duration of operation increases, the associated cost of a sensor also increases, thereby fewer sensors can be deployed in the network. When duration of operation is 30 min, the corresponding heterogeneous sensor deployment strategy with the lowest variability has the maximum number of sensors, while the number of sensors is the minimum, when duration of operation is set as 120 min (equals to the analysis period). (2) the amount of information provided by each sensor also depends on its start time. The results show that the proposed algorithm can identify the optimal strategy by performing a tradeoff in terms of the number of each type of sensor and duration of operation. In addition, the results also illustrate the importance of incorporating sensor operation strategy in NSLP models. In summary, the optimal sensor deployment (the numbers of link and node sensors and their installation locations) and operation strategies (start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected) can be determined using the proposed algorithm.
In summary, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 , the proposed NSLP model and algorithm can capture the time-varying characteristics of the amount of information provided by each sensor location. The optimal sensor deployment and operation strategy in terms of the optimal combination of sensor types, the number, location and operation duration of each sensor can be determined, since this strategy can provide the largest amount of updated information to estimate dynamic O-D demand compared to any other possibilities.
To study the impact of the operation cost of a sensor on the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies, a numerical experiment was set up to demonstrate how the optimal duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected changes with the operation cost of a sensor per unit of time (i.e., e v and e s in Equations (27) and (28)). The start time is set to be 8:30 a.m., and only node sensors are considered for deployment. The maximum duration of operation is set to be 120 min, and the minimum duration of operation is set to be 30 min. As shown in Figure 4 , the optimal duration of operation for each node sensor decreases when the cost of a node sensor per unit of time increases. When the operation cost of a node sensor per unit of time is low, the proposed algorithm tends to assign longer duration of operation to each sensor in favor of adding more sensors in the network for the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies. As illustrated by Table 1 , when the duration of operation increases for each node sensor, the allowed maximum number of sensors decreases as the operation cost of a sensor increases with the duration of operation. When the operation cost of a sensor per unit of time is low, the cost of each sensor does not increase significantly with the duration of operation. When duration of operation increases, the allowed maximum number of sensors does not decrease significantly. It means that when the cost of a sensor per unit of time is low, longer duration of operation with fewer sensors can provide a greater amount of updated information compared to shorter duration of operation with more sensors under a budget constraint. When the cost of a sensor per unit of time is high, the duration of operation in the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies tends to be smaller due to budget constraints. In this case, the cost of each node sensor can increase significantly with the duration of operation increases. When the duration of operation increases, the allowed maximum number of sensors can decrease significantly. It means that when the cost of a sensor per unit of time is high, shorter duration of operation with more sensors can provide a greater amount of updated information compared to longer duration of operation with much fewer sensors.
to be smaller due to budget constraints. In this case, the cost of each node sensor can increase significantly with the duration of operation increases. When the duration of operation increases, the allowed maximum number of sensors can decrease significantly. It means that when the cost of a sensor per unit of time is high, shorter duration of operation with more sensors can provide a greater amount of updated information compared to longer duration of operation with much fewer sensors. 
Conclusions
This study proposes a network sensor location problem model to integrate the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment (link and node sensors numbers and their installation locations) and operation (sensors' start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are 
This study proposes a network sensor location problem model to integrate the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment (link and node sensors numbers and their installation locations) and operation (sensors' start time and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected) strategies for the dynamic O-D demand estimation problem under a budget constraint. The proposed model can be used to determine the optimal sensor deployment and operation strategies with the maximized quality or minimized variability of the O-D demand estimates. To measure the variability of the O-D demand estimates, the trace of the covariance matrix of the posterior O-D demand estimates is adopted. The proposed NSLP also factors the correlation between the operation cost of a sensor and its duration of operation, which has not been addressed in previous studies. An integrated sensor location and operation algorithm is developed to solve the proposed NSLP model under the multivariate normal distribution assumption for the prior O-D demand.
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed NSLP model and its solution algorithm, numerical experiments are used. The results show that the proposed algorithm has the capability to identify the optimal sensor deployment and operation strategies with the lowest variability in the dynamic O-D demand estimates under a budge constraint. When the operation strategy is fixed, the results show that the variability of the dynamic O-D demand estimates decreases when the number of sensors increases, and the variability decreases more rapidly when a node sensor is added compared to a link sensor is added. This is because a node sensor can detect turning movements at intersections, and thus collects more information compared to a link sensor. However, under a budget constraint, more node sensors cannot guarantee the reduction of the variability of the dynamic O-D demand estimates. Because the cost of a link sensor is cheaper than the cost of a node sensor in our assumption, and more node sensors lead to fewer link sensors in the network. The results of computational time analysis show that the cumulative computational time to identify the sensor deployment strategy with a fixed operation strategy is approximately positively linearly correlated with the number of identified sensor locations, and the computational time to identify a sensor location with lower priority is smaller than the time to identify a sensor location with higher priority.
The results show that when the operation strategies change, the corresponding sensor deployment strategies with the lowest variability also change. The longer duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected by a sensor can provide a greater amount of updated information, which results a lower variability of the O-D demand estimates. Under a budget constraint, a longer duration of operation normally leads to fewer sensors being deployed, and vice versa. The proposed algorithm allows a tradeoff in terms of duration of operation and number of sensors under a budget constraint. The results also show that when the operation cost of a sensor per unit of time increases, the duration of operation in the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies decreases. When the operation cost of a sensor per unit of time is high, the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies tend to have more sensors with shorter duration of operation rather than fewer sensors with longer duration of operation. Hence, in dynamic O-D demand estimation, it is important to integrate heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies.
The proposed model and algorithm can be used to effectively design the integrated optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies, including sensor types, numbers, locations, start time, and duration of operation for which traffic data measurements are collected for dynamic O-D demand estimation under a budge constraint. A potential future research direction is to consider different cost functions adopted in practice to study the impact of the cost of sensors on the optimal heterogeneous sensor deployment and operation strategies. Another potential research direction is to enhance the quality of the dynamic O-D demand estimates by leveraging mobile sensors with sensors with fixed locations in the NSLP model. Furthermore, additional numerical experiments can be performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed model and algorithm in various larger transportation networks. Finally, additional studies are needed to develop various types of solution algorithms for the proposed model. Their effectiveness can be evaluated and compared to reduce the computation time in larger transportation networks for the fruition of the proposed model and algorithm adopted in practice.
